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A Case of Mesentero-axial Type of Acute Gastric Volvulus Successfully
Reduced by a Balloon-assisted Endoscopy
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A 95-year-old man was admitted to the hospital due to a sudden onset of nausea and abdominal pain. Physical
examination revealed abdominal distension with mild epigastric tenderness. Computed tomography showed
a grossly distended stomach with displacement of the antrum above the esophago-gastric junction, and he
was diagnosed with acute mesentero-axial gastric volvulus. We attempted urgent reduction using conventional endoscopy, but failed. He and his family did not want surgery because of his extreme advanced age,
and a nasogastric tube was inserted to his stomach for decompression expecting a natural reduction. On the
next day, however, it was not improved, so endoscopic reduction was tried again by a balloon-assisted endoscope without an overtube under X-ray fluoroscopy. When the scope reached the descending portion of the
duodenum, the balloon on the scope tip was inflated, and the stomach position was reduced by pulling back
the scope with twisting to the right. He was discharged from the hospital without any complication, and no
recurrence has been observed for 12 months thereafter. We suggest a balloon-assisted endoscope as a useful
tool for reduction of gastric volvulus especially in cases of reduction failure by a conventional one.
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric volvulus is a rare disorder defined as an abnormal rotation of all or a part of the stomach along
its axes. It is classified into three based on the axes of
rotation, namely, organo-axial, mesentero-axial, and
mixed types [1]. In organo-axial volvulus, the stomach
is rotated along its long axis between the cardia and
pylorus. In mesentero-axial volvulus, the stomach is rotated along its short axis between the lesser and greater
curvatures. The mixed type has both types of rotation,
but is extremely rare. Moreover, it is classified into
primary and secondary ones based on the pathogenesis. In primary cases, usually loosened ligaments that
fix the stomach and duodenum to the surrounding
organs may cause the volvulus, while in the secondary
type, anatomic changes such as diaphragmatic hernia,
diaphragmatic elevation, esophageal hiatal hernia,
and splenic sinusitis may cause the disorder [2]. When
focusing on the onset of the disease, symptoms are
quite different between chronic and acute volvulus.
In the chronic type, symptoms are usually rather
weak, such as intermittent pain or discomfort in the
upper abdomen. In the acute type, symptoms may be
severe such as a sudden onset of epigastric pain, an
intractable retching without vomiting, and difficulty or
inability in inserting a nasogastric (NG) tube into the
stomach, which are called the classic triad of Borchardt
[3]. Treatment of acute gastric volvulus is surgery in

principle [4]. Without impaired blood flow or gastric
necrosis, however, minimally invasive treatments such
as NG tube and endoscopic reduction have been chosen in some cases recently [5]. Herein, we report a case
of primary acute volvulus successfully treated by a
balloon-assisted endoscope.
CASE REPORT
A 95-year-old man developed a sudden onset of
nausea and abdominal pain after lunch, which gradually worsened. He was transferred to the emergency
room of the hospital 4 h after the onset. His past medical history was significant for appendicitis and ileus.
There was no special family history. His only regular
medication was magnesium oxide for constipation. On
admission, the patient was confused, and his vital signs
were as follows: pulse, 82 beats per minute; respiratory
rate, 18 cycles per minute; blood pressure, 160/90
mmHg; body temperature, 36.5°C; and oxygen saturation, 95% in room air. Physical examination revealed
abdominal distension with mild epigastric tenderness
but no peritoneal signs. The laboratory findings on admission are shown in Table. The white blood cell count
was 8500/µl and C-reactive protein was 1.15 mg/dL;
there were no major abnormalities in liver or renal
function indicators. Chest and abdominal radiography
showed grossly extended stomach but no evidence of
severe hiatal hernia. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) depicted that the stomach was severely
rotated with the pylorus located above the cardia and
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Fig. 1 Abdominal computed tomography (CT) images of the patient.
a) The coronary image showing the pylorus located above the cardia.
b) The axial CT image showing that the duodenum crossed over the esophagus on its ventral side.
These findings demonstrate that the stomach was twisted in a reverse-α shape.
A, antrum; B, body; C, cardia; Duo, duodenum; Eso, esophagus; F, fundus; P, pylorus

the duodenum crossed over the esophagus on its ventral side. There was no finding suggesting ischemia or
perforation of the stomach (Fig. 1). The patient was,
therefore, diagnosed as acute mesentero-axial volvulus.
Although there was no sign of ischemia of the stomach, earlier reduction should be hopeful and urgent reduction was attempted under X-ray fluoroscopy using
a conventional endoscope for esophagogastroduodenoscopy (GIF-Q260, Olympus Medical Systems, Tokyo,
Japan). The scope could reach the horizontal portion
of the duodenum. Then, the reduction was attempted
by pulling back the scope with a torque opposite to
the torsion direction, but the scope tip could not keep
its position during the pulling back procedure, and
the attempt failed. Considering his very advanced age
and his and his family’s opinions, surgery was avoided, and an NG tube was inserted to his stomach for

pressure reduction to expect a natural recovery. On the
following day, however, the disorder was not improved
and a second attempt at reduction was planned using
a double-balloon endoscope (EI-530B, FUJIFILM
Medical Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). An overtube was not
used, as the endoscope was long enough to reach the
proper position, deep in the descending portion of the
duodenum, and had a balloon on its tip to keep the tip
position during the pulling back procedure. When the
scope reached the descending part of the duodenum
in the second attempt, the balloon on the scope tip was
inflated to fix the tip position. Then, by pulling back
the scope with a twisting motion to the right, the stomach straightened and returned to its original position
(Fig. 2). Sedation was not used in either procedure,
due to the patient’s advanced age, but the patient did
not express a complaint or pain during the procedures.
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Fig. 2 Fluoroscopic images in the reduction procedure.
The patient was in the left lateral decubitus position. When the scope reached the descending part of the duodenum, the balloon on the scope tip was inflated (a). By pulling back the scope with twisting to the right (b → c → d),
the stomach returned to its original position (e).

After confirmation of the reduction by a CT scan, the
patient started meals and was discharged from the
hospital on day 9. No recurrence has been observed 12
months after the onset.
DISCUSSION
This case was an acute onset of mesentero-axial volvulus that developed on a very elderly man; it was considered as a primary volvulus which was limited in the
abdominal cavity without anatomical disorders such as
diaphragmatic hernia. Generally, the goal of the treatment for gastric volvulus is reduction of the torsion
of the stomach as well as prevention of recurrence by
fixing the stomach and repairing anatomical disorders
in secondary cases. Hence, the standard treatment for
the disorder is still surgery. In case of interference of
blood flow, necrosis, or perforation of the stomach,
emergency operation is necessary. Without impaired
blood flow or gastric necrosis, minimally invasive
treatments such as decompression by an NG tube and
endoscopic reduction are acceptable [5].

In the present case, considering the patient’s very
old age and the opinions of the patient and his family,
endoscopic reduction was chosen as a treatment option.
First, a conventional upper gastrointestinal endoscope
was used, but the attempt failed because the scope tip
could not keep the position during the procedure only
by hooking the duodenum. Then, using a balloon-assisted endoscope without an overtube, the volvulus was
successfully reduced. The success in the second attempt
might be attributed to two factors: the scope was long
enough to reach the appropriate position in the duodenum and the fixation of the scope tip in the duodenum was strong enough to reduce the twisted stomach.
If endoscopic reduction is difficult, other means should
be considered, because long-term endoscope operation
increases the possibility of adverse events, such as mucosal damage, perforation, and aspiration.
However, after minimally invasive treatments, recurrence may be a problem. For prevention of recurrence,
stomach wall fixation by endoscopic gastrostomy,
laparoscopic, or open surgery is recommended after
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such treatments. As for endoscopic gastrostomy, one
point fixation was reported to cause repeated torsion
along the gastrostomy tube as a new axis. Endoscopic
fixation by gastrostomy, therefore, should be done in
two points [6, 7].
By PubMed search using “gastric volvulus” as a key
word, there was no report using a balloon-assisted endoscope for the reduction of gastric volvulus except for
one paper written in Japanese [8]. The present case is
the first case report in English; in addition, the steps of
the reduction are clearly depicted by X-ray images. An
overtube was not used in either cases, so it may not be
necessary for the reduction of a mesentero-axial type
of gastric volvulus by a balloon-assisted endoscopy.
The PubMed search also revealed 34 cases aged
over 18 years from 2008 to 2017 in which endoscopy
was used for diagnosis or treatment. Among them, 15
cases were successfully reduced by endoscopy and such
case reports have recently increased [5, 9-11]. Most
cases of gastric volvulus underwent either an elective
or an urgent surgery. Emergent surgery is absolutely
required in case of ischemia or perforation of the
stomach. Contrast-enhanced CT is very useful for
distinguishing such urgent cases [4]. Therefore, if there
are no findings suggesting an indication of urgent surgery in gastric volvulus, early endoscopy may be worth
to perform for evaluating the ischemia from the inside
of the stomach and for a trial to reduce the stomach.
Furthermore, endoscopic reduction may be preferred
in high-risk cases such as our case. Balloon-assisted
endoscopy may be an effective option for primary volvulus of reduction failure by a conventional endoscopy.
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